Primary Energy Centers
1) Divine compassion-highly compassionate, tolerant, family oriented, social and planetary causes,
earth mother, sacred goddess, unconditional
2) Divine creation-teaches people how to embody their divinity, manifesting and building at the
level of the physical plane, teach people about the physical body to embrace their physicality ex.
Personal trainers, architects, yoga instructors, building something, may tend towards addiction
(drugs, alcohol, food)
3) Divine order – focus on aesthetics, creative, artistic, everything must be beautiful around you,
good dresser, about order, fairness, law, don’t like drama, can spiral into paralyzing
perfectionism, OCD, obsessively organized
4) Divine love – healing, innate experts in relationships, natural healers, overgivers, may fall into
self-sacrifice, martyrdom
5) Divine self-expression – authenticity, written and spoken word, always talking either to
themselves or others, expert communicators, inspire people through words, chanelling,
motivational speakers, bloggers, writers, automatic writing, can be unlimited source of content,
overwhelm with information, may not know what to teach, always studying, gifts unfold
spontaneously when they speak, could be talking constantly without listening, or they may tend
to preach, may withdraw if they feel people are not listening to them
6) Divine truth-always searching for the truth, may be drawn to the visual arts to express truth,
spiritual warriors, want to expose injustice, incapable of lying, tell it like it is, outspoken, know
people for what they are, may insist on being right, self-righteousness
7) Divine power- here to teach people about getting whatever they want without limitation, how
to be free and sovereign by using intuition and manifestation, value freedom a lot,
entrepreneural, very energetically sensitive, innate understanding of energy, very intuitive or
psychic, but also maybe introverted, can manifest quickly and powerfully when they are aligned,
impatient, takes leadership role because they need to get it done, need to honor need for alone
time because of energetic sensitivity otherwise maybe resentful of people taking up their time
8) Divine wisdom- help others to find their own answers in alignment with universal truth, help
people to break free from illusion of limitations, help people understand how to work in line
with universal law, introspective, excellent listeners, thoughtful, does not talk too much, gives
insightful succinct advise, know how universal laws work, very reasonable and highly principled,
high values, will embrace logic and common sense over emotionality, they might become angry
or impatient if they are not listened to, may become intellectually or spiritually arrogant

